Maximizing setup accuracy using portal images as applied to a conformal boost technique for prostatic cancer.
A design procedure of a patient setup verification protocol based upon frequent digital acquisition of portal images is demonstrated with an application for conformal prostatic boost fields. The protocol aims at the elimination of large systematic deviations in the patient setup and includes decision rules which indicate when correction of the patient setup is needed. The decision rules were derived from the results of a theoretical and quantitative analysis of patient setup variations measured in three pelvic fields (one anterior-posterior and two lateral fields) of 105 fractions for nine patients. Deviations in the patient positioning, derived from one field, were quantified as two-dimensional (2-D) displacement vectors in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis by alignment of anatomical features in the portal and the simulator image. The magnitude of the overall setup variations along the anterior-posterior, superior-inferior and lateral directions varied between 2.6 and 3 mm (1 S.D.). Inter- and intra-treatment variations could be separated, both having equal magnitudes of 1.7 to 2.2 mm (1 S.D.). In addition, intra-treatment variations appeared to be predictable which was a prerequisite for the development of the decision rules. The 2-D setup deviations, measured in the three fields of one fraction were strongly correlated and a 3-D displacement vector was calculated. Utilization of this 3-D vector in a setup verification protocol may lead to an early detection of systematic setup deviations.